Unlike the traditional databases, queries on XML streams are restricted to a real time processing and memory usage. In this paper, a robust labeling scheme is proposed, which quickly identifies structural relationship between XML fragments. The proposed labeling scheme provides an effective query processing by removing many redundant operations and minimizing the number of fragments being processed.
Introduction 1)
XML [11] is emerging as a defacto standard for information representation and data exchange over the web. XML data, being inherently hierarchical and semi-structured, poses a heavy overhead on runtime factors, such as memory requirement and processing efficiency [2] . With the increase of mobile devices and with the request for information on the move, a server disseminates data over low-bandwidth and error-prone environments [2] . As the intermittent connectivity of mobile clients makes infeasible to carry large dataset, fragments may be a better choice for data transmit. This paper focuses on an efficient query processing over †정 회 원 : 한국과학기술원 전산학과 연구교수 논문접수 : 2010년 2월 24일 심사완료 : 2010년 4월 5일
continuous XML fragment streams. The server disseminates XML data to multiple clients concurrently through a data stream, while each client is completely responsible for processing the stream.
( Fig. 1) shows an example of disseminationon of XML fragments. If queries are processed on large XML document, XML fragment should demand less memory and processing power [2] , [4] . Recently, many research works focus on answering queries on streamed XML data which deal with fragmented XML data based on Hole-Filler model [4] , such as XFrag [2] , XFPro [6] .
However, Hole-Filler model has two main limitations:
The space overhead for the hole/filler IDs with related XML tag in XML fragment could be very large.
Given two XML fragments, it can not directly identify the ancestor-descendant (A-D) relationships between fragments.
The principal problem with Hole-Filler is the limited effectiveness in reconstructing portions of the original XML document in the limited memory and evaluating queries against XML fragment. Due to these limitations, the required memory for query processing over streamed XML fragments would be increased. In order to solve this problem, the location information of fragments would be known. For this purpose, the labels of fragments can be utilized, and the relationship of fragments can thus be obtained through these labels.
A number of labeling schemes have been designed to label nodes, namely region-based labeling [16] and prefix labeling scheme [15] . However, when using the region-based labeling scheme for streamed XML fragment model, identifying the parent-child relationship of fragments is difficult, because only the region of the node label is represented. In the prefix labeling scheme [15] , the nodes inherit their parent's labels as the prefix to their own labels. If XML tree is deep, the label size will be increased with depth. Thus, query processing cost will be high in the two labeling schemes over streamed XML fragment. Consequently, a new labeling scheme is strongly required for identifying portions of the original XML document against XML fragment.
In this paper, a novel labeling scheme for simply identifying structural relationships between XML fragments by borrowing Hole-Filler model. The contributions of this paper include the following:
A robust labeling scheme is proposed, which can quickly identify structural relationships between XML fragments.
The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work of XML stream query processing. Section 3 presents the proposed labeling scheme for XML fragment stream. Section 4 shows the conducted experimental results and Section 5 provides our conclusion.
Related Work
Several recent works have focused on frameworks for continuous processing of data streams [3] , [5] , [8] , [9] , [17] , [18] . There is, however, no work done in stream query processing of fragmented XML data. Hole-Filler model was first proposed in [7] . However, it is used in the context of pull-based content navigation over mediated views of XML data from disparate data sources.
Recently, many research works address query processing on streamed XML fragments based on Hole-Filler model, such as XFrag [2] , XFPro [6] . In XFrag [2] , XML fragments are processed when they arrive and only these fragments that may effect on the query results are kept in the association table. However, XFrag pipeline is still space consuming in maintaining the links in the association tables and time cost in scheduling the operations for each fragment [6] . Moreover, the "redundant" operations are caused with dependence between adjacent operators in XFrag. XFPro [6] presents a framework and a set of techniques for processing XPath queries over streamed XML fragments and techniques for enabling the transformation from XPath expression to optimized query plan. In XFPro, the query processing pipeline is improved over XFrag because it just considers subroot nodes.
However, many intermediate fillers occur for queries including "*" or "//".
Efficient Labeling Scheme on Hole Filler Model

Preliminary of Hole-Filler Model
XML document is pruned in to many fragments in Hole-Filler model [7] . In order to summarize the structure of XML fragments, tag structure is used to support structural and fragment information. A tag structure is itself structurally a valid XML fragment that fulfills to XML schema or DTD, where a tag corresponds to an XML element and is qualified by a unique id, and the element tag name [7] .
( Fig. 2) ∑d respectively, and rootf (∈ Vf) if the root element of the subtree; a hole H is an empty nodev (∈ Vd) assigned with a unique hid and a tsid, into which a filler with the same fid could be positioned to complete the tree [7] .
( Fig. 3) depicts the tag structure. Given an XML document tree, we can fragment it by recursively inserting a hole at every point where a subtree is pruned, i.e., filler is generated, and associating it with an ID (the fid is the filler fragment). Note that the filler can in turn have holes in it, which will be filled by other fillers.
Also, the original XML document reconstruct by replacing holes with the corresponding fillers at the destination in the source. Attribute tsid (i.e., tag structure id) represents the ID of the fragment's root element in XML document DTD.
<stream: structure> <tag name= "book" id= "1" Filler= "true"> <tag name= "title" id= "2"/> <tag name= "authors" id= "3" Filler= "true"> <tag name= "author" id= "4"/> </tag> <tag name= "year" id= "5"/> <tag name= "section" id= "6" Filler= "true"> <tag name= "head" id= "7"/> <tag name= "subsection" id= "8" Filler= "true"> <tag name= "head" id= "9"/> <tag name= "title" id= "10"/> </tag> <tag name= "figure" id= "11" Filler= "true"> <tag name= "title" id= "12"/> </tag> </tag> </tag> </stream: structure> (Fig. 3) Tag structure of Hole-Filler Model
A Novel Labeling Scheme
A robust labeling scheme supports the speedy inference of structure information of XML fragment such as parent-child relationship "/" and ancestor descendant relationship "//" between fragments. The proposed labeling scheme identifies structural relationships faster even if XML tree is deep; moreover, it has smaller label size than the prefix labeling scheme [15] . A unique label is created by four components, which are concatenated by a "delimiter (.)". (Fig. 4) is the labeled XML tree by applying the definitions.
Definition 1. (Label for root node r) The root node
does not have a level, a parent node and a sibling node, the value of root is nil.
Definition 2. (Label for internal node x) C1 is
represented by the level of corresponding node. C2 is created by seed number which branches from root node.
C3 is created by inheriting C4 (the parent's component). (Fig. 5) .
Using the proposed labeling scheme, the fragment not only maintains the relationship information between correlated fragments, but also simply identifies descendant fragments according to seed number (C2). Thus, the proposed labeling scheme provides efficient processing of the descendant axis (//) and axis (/) of XPath expression.
Given the label, parent child relationship between nodes obtains by matching their labels. For example, suppose that f1 with label (f1C1. f1C2. f1C3. f1C4) and f2 with label (f2C1. f2C2. f2C3. f2C4) are fragments. The f2 is a descendant of f1 iff f1C1 > f2C1 and f1C2 = f2C2. The f2 is a child of f1 iff f1C1 = f2C1 1 and f1C4 = f2C3. Thus, 
Performance Evaluation
In our experimentation, it is assumed that XML document has been fragmented already. We focus on the query processing time and memory usage on streamed XML fragments on the client side. We have implemented XFrag [2] , XFPro [6] and proposed scheme in Java on Windows XP Professional. We present the results of performance evaluation over different queries and document sizes. All experiments are conducted on a PC with 2.6GHz CPU and 2GB memory. The experiments are conducted on datasets generated by the Xmlgen of XMark benchmark [10] . We have used the following two queries on the generated "book" XML document and compared the results with XFrag [2] , XFPro [6] . Table 1 shows the XPath expression used in the experiments. The memory usage was measured using the EclipseProfiler plugin [14] for the Eclipse IDE. The (Fig. 7) Memory usage (Fig. 6 ) Query processing time book XML document was fragmented into fillers and holes, and the resulting filler fragments were processed sequentially.
The "section", "subsection" and "title" are filler fragments according to the fragment information in tag structure, Q1 processed "subsection" and "title" over fragment using seed label.
In XFrag, each fragment needs to be passed on through the pipeline and evaluated step by step. (Fig. 6) shows the query processing time over four queries. During query processing, the time was measured on the client side. In the experiments, the proposed scheme outperforms the other approaches. It is observed that XFPro outperforms XFrag mostly on query processing time. XFPro reduced CPU time which avoids subsumption operations for query processing time. However, it was not better than the proposed scheme because XFPro can not remove intermediate fillers when queries including "*" or "//". When the depth increases, the processing time of both XFrag and XFPro gets also poor due to intermediate fillers.
In (Fig. 6) , XFrag is shown to be costly as the document size increased. In XFPro, the query processing pipeline is improved over XFrag because it just considers subroot nodes. However, many intermediate fillers occur for queries including "*" or "//". The proposed scheme shows the best performance for two queries because it removed redundant processing operations. Moreover, the proposed labeling scheme minimized the number of fragments being processed using C2. Comparing the proposed scheme with XFPro in terms of processing time, the improvement ratio is 30% (Q1) 40% (Q2), 49% (Q3) and 23% (Q4) XFPro at 20MB XML document, respectively.
( Fig. 7) shows the memory usage for different document size. In the proposed scheme, memory usage is less sensitive to size since many intermediate fillers are removed. In XFrag and XFPro, memory usage gets worse with the increased size. However, XFPro performs better than XFrag because XFPro just considers subroot nodes while the XFrag deals with all operators in pipeline. Comparing the proposed scheme with XFPro in terms of memory usage, the improvement ratio is 30% (Q1),10% (Q2), 15% (Q3) and 23% (Q4) at 20MB XML document, respectively.
Conclusion
This paper has proposed the novel labeling scheme for query processing over XML fragment stream using Hole-Filler model. The proposed labeling scheme can determine structural relationships between fragments very quickly. Thus, we can efficiently process structural relationships such as "//", "/", and branching nodes.
The conducted experimental results have shown that the proposed labeling scheme can reduce the query processing cost and memory usage cost for queries on XML fragments. We are currently working with energy efficient query processing and its evaluation.
